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Motivation

In creative workflows, designers compile a collection (or “moodboard”) of inspirational assets for
ideation. They may use this as reference for finding additional assets. In this work, we aim to
stimulate creative ideation by making suggestions that take cues from the designer’s moodboard but
also carefully diverge from it. A collection of images may have rich information along different
axes (e.g. color, composition, or style) – these axes or channels can be used to model relevance or
divergence of any image from a query collection. So, we develop a self-supervised model that can
extract channel-specific representations from collections of images. We propose a search algorithm
that uses these representations to obtain results that satisfy the collection’s intent along some channels
but diverge from the query along others. We show that this allows for effective exploration of the
creative space of possibilities. Finally, we demonstrate a mix-and-match visual querying mechanism
that allows us to combine channels from different collections of inspirational content, thus facilitating
ease in creative expression.
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Method and Results

We begin with input representations xmi ∈ Rdm , where m ∈ M is the set of channels. In the current
paper, M = {objects,style,color}. We use the ResNet-152 model [3] for the object channel, the
outputs of the ALADIN architecture [5] for the style channel, and a histogram over discretized LAB
bins [4] as the color channel. These provide the input representation xmi for each data point i and
p
every channel m. Our model consists of three neural networks: (1) Fm
produces channel-specific
p
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a
representations zp
=
F
(x
);
(2)
F
provides
channel-aligned
representations
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m
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u
r
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where u = F ([x∗i ]); (3) Fm reconstructs a channel as x̄mi = Fm ([zmi ; zmi ]). Fm and F u
are two-layer and one-layer feed-forward networks respectively with ReLU activation between
layers. For ease of notation, we vertically stack the individual feature vectors to form matrices
p
Xm = [xmi ] (containing input representations), Zm
= [zp
mi ] (containing representations private
a
a
to a channel), Zm = [zmi ] (having the aligned representations) and X̄m = [x̄mi ] (reconstructed
per-channel representations). The model is trained in a self-supervised manner, given a training set
of images. The parameters for the proposed model are estimated by minimizing the following loss
function: L = λ1 · Lali + λ2 · Lspc + λ3 · Linf + λ4 · Lrec . Each of the loss terms capture an aspect
of the desired behaviour, and take their motivations from related literature about Mutual Information
Maximization [7] and balance it with Redundancy Minimization [10].
Loss Component
Inter-channel Orthogonalization
Intra-channel Information Transfer
Inter-channel Alignment
Intra-channel Reconstruction
∗

Definition
P
p
p
Lspc =
P (m,m0 ) kZm ∗ Zm0 k2p
Linf P
= m (1 − trace(Xm ∗ Zm ))
a
a
Lali = (m,m0 ) (1 − trace(Zm
∗ Zm
0 ))
P
Lrec = m X̄m − Xm 2
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Given a collection C of new images, we compute the orthogonalized per-channel representations
p
ĉp
mi for i ∈ C. The collection-level representation for a channel m (Cm ) is taken to be the mean
of the channel-specific representations over all images in C. To obtain the intent of a collection,
we first compute the average pairwise cosine similarity between images in the collection along a
P
p
p
1
given channel m: β̂m = N ×(N
(i,j) dot(ĉmi , ĉmj ). To ensure that these raw intent weights are
−1)
m
comparable across channels, we standardize the raw channel weights as: βm = β̂mσ−µ
, where µm
m
and σm are the mean and standard deviation of the pairwise similarities between any two different
images from the dataset, measured in the embedding space for channel m. Finally, we normalize
m)
.
across channels so that the intent weights sum to 1: αm = P exp(β
0 exp(β 0 )
m

m

Figure 1: Left: Our proposed model that captures aspects of Multi-view Learning [8, 1], and the
learning of Factorized [6] and Disentangled [2] Representations. Right: MAP-diversity trade-off with
λ1 = 0.001, λ2 = 0.05, λ3 = 0.0001 and λ4 = 0.0001.
For collection C, we rank a corpus of images D in decreasing order of relevance to the intent of the
collection. From our model, we obtain channel-specific representations – Cm for the collection,
and dm for a test image d ∈ D. We then compute a weighted similarity score for d as sC,d =
P
m αm ·sim (Cm , dm ). Here, sim (a, b) is the appropriate measure of similarity between a and b.
Figure 1 (Right) shows the diversity (computed as 1/βm ) along the object channel on x − axis, and
the Mean Average Precision on the y − axis. Each point corresponds to a pair of representation
choices – for the retrieval similarity computation and for the intent computation– indicated by
similarity-intent in the legend. The baseline of using only one channel (here, object) is the left most
point, indicating least diversity. Uniformly weighting all channels (blue point) provides the highest
diversity, but trades in ranking relevance. The output-output combination from our model provides
the best benefits of both relevance and diversity. Note that visual exploration requires a thorough
exploration of the creative design space, therefore making diversity a core requirement.
Deriving disentangled channel representations from a collection of assets also enables the novel
use-case of composing multiple moodboards to search for inspirational assets. By selectively picking
channel representations from different existing collections, we can create a composite representation
for a new collection that can be used for the expansion task. Figure 2 shows collections of ‘bicycle’ and
‘vector art’ images. By selecting the object representations from the former, style representations from
the latter, and averaging out the color representations between the two, we composite representations
for a hypothetical collection that has the object features of the former and style features of the latter.
By ensuring that representations along different channels are de-correlated, these dimensions can be
mixed and matched, allowing for a powerful visual querying mechanism.

Figure 2: Left – moodboard with object intent (‘bicycles’), center – style intent (‘vector art’). Images
of bicycles styled in vector art form are retrieved on the right. All images from the BAM dataset [9].
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